Guide for creating campaigns in AdMaven
This step-by-step guide will show you how to create and publish a new campaign in our system.
1. Step 1: Add money to your account.
1.1 Click on



choose “Payment Transaction”

1.2 In the new window choose “Add Funds”

1.3 Fill in the desired amount:

1.3 Click on
Note:
- Our finance department will approve the payment transaction in up to 32 hours.
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2. Step 2: Create new campaign
2.1 Click on



.

2.2 Fill in the following information and click “Next” :

Notes:
- In the name field note the category of your campaign (Download, tech support, Adult etc)
- We don’t recommend to use daily views limit and daily budget. Choose only one limit (daily budget
or daily views)
- CPV – click per view. Pay attention that cpv = cpm/1000.
- We recommend to use views per IP between 1 to 3.
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2.3 Choose your location and time targeting

Notes:
- If you are not meaning to run worldwide, make sure you click on “Locations” first – for unselect all
the areas, and only then start choose your geos.
- The default cpv will be the same one you chose in the last page. If you want to make adjustment to
specific countries you can do it by mouse over next the specific country and write the cpv.
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2.4 Choose your Operating system, browsers or carrier preferences.
If you have any Operating systems, Browsers or carriers preferences click on

Choose your Operating systems

Choose your browsers

-
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Choose your carriers

-

For using the carrier filter, first choose country and then select relevant carriers.
When you finish to choose your preferences, click
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2.5 If you have keywords preferences write them under “Keyword” column, choose your match type,
and select bid for the specific keyword. When you done click

-

-

Notes:
You have the option to add csv file instead of insert manually each keyword. If you want to use csv
file make sure that you first column in the file will be the keyword, second will be the match type,
and third will be the bid. Write the csv file without headlines.
We recommend to use RON option to get the maximum traffic you can.
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2.6 If you have preferences to domains click on the multiply choice list and select “blacklist” or
“whitelist”.

Then choose the relevant option.
For Example, if you don’t want your advertisement displaying in sport and music webs, choose
“Blacklist” and select the relevant categories. In “Whitelist” mode you would select only websites
that you DO want to show you ads.

For use the post back operation, click on
And then click on

insert name and click
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2.7 Click on

and insert the destination url.

In the Destination URL you have the option of assigning macros.
You can mouse over “Destination url” to see the supported macros.
Supported macros:
{query} - publisher search keyword ,
{banner} - ad id ,
{keyword} - matched keyword ,
{subid} - publisher feed subid ,
{pubfeed} - publisher feed id ,
{remfeed} - remote feed id ,
{ga} - required for Google Analytics statistics ,
{aa} - required for Event Tracking ,
{conversion} - conversion tracking ,
{referrer} - referrer url (urlencoded) ,
{referrer_domain} - referrer domain ,
{country} - two-letter visitor's country (ISO 3166-2) ,
{state} - visitor's state ,
{city} - visitor's city ,

http://example.com/?s1={subid}&s3={country}&s4={conversion}
Your creative

-

Optional Macros

Note:
If you added Goals, you have to add macro {conversion} to your ad URL
Click
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Step 3: Conversion tracking URL (optional)
Go to “Campaigns”
Click on

under “Actions” column.

The “Conversion tracking url template” window will jump.
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Then you need to copy the URL
http://xml.ad-maven.com/conversion?c={conversion}&count={count}&value={value}

Insert the value for the conversion instead of “{conversion}”, insert “1” instead of “{count}”, and insert the value
for each conversion instead of “{value}”.
for example:
http://xml.ad-maven.com/conversion?c=s4&count=1&value=1.5
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Step 4: Edit your campaign.
4.5 Click on Campaigns and choose Campaigns again.
4.6 Click on Edit icon
under “Actions” column.

4.7 now you will be able to edit everything possible in your
campaign, including change the CPV, Location etc.

Note:
Remember to click on

to save your changes.
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5. Step 5: Optimization in AdMaven

Some important clarifications before we begin:
1. This step-by-step guide will show you how to use blacklist and whitelist targeting on the campaign level
in order to get the traffic you want to your campaign.
2. In order to know which sites should work it is recommended to start your campaign with all traffic and
after 2-3 days to decide exactly which sites you want to run your campaign.
3. In this guide I will explain how to block sites using data that I take from the AdMaven system. If you have
the ability to send post backs to the system, we are highly recommend to use AdMaven system to
optimize. But if you can’t send the post backs to Admaven system, it is more recommended to use data
from your systems – where you see exactly which site make conversion and which isn’t.
Let’s start!

5.1 Go to the report system and pull feed data from your reports.
*Each Feed-id represent group of domain sites with the same vertical.
Go to reports

and choose “Reports by campaign”

Choose the campaign you want to optimize and click on
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5.2 In the next screen we care about the feed id numbers – write the numbers to yourself on the side.

For example my feed id will be: 64582, 67577 ,64584, 64583, 66400, 66414, 66415, 66416, 66405.

5.3 pull sub id data from your reports:
*Each sub-id represent domain site


Choose Feed id you want to analyze and then click on

5.4 Choose the sub-id you want to block or to get traffic only from him.
For example:
Under feed number 64582, I got 3573 clicks from sub-id 613592 and in my reports I saw that I don’t have any
conversion from this sub id so I want to block him.

Write to yourself the sub-id you want to block.
For example my sub id will be: 600577. (in the specific feed id – number 64582).
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5.5 place blacklist/whitelist to your campaign:
Go to your campaigns, choose to edit your relevant campaign (description how to edit is mentioned in step 4) .
When you are in the edit window, scroll down and click on “TQ & Analytics”.
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Scroll down until you see the “Feeds” headline

Choose Blacklist or Whitelist according to your needs.
*If you choose Whitelist in the Feeds List Mode you will get traffic only from the subis which appear in the
Feeds List.
* If you choose Blacklist in the Feeds List Mode you will get all traffic except from the subis which appear in the
Feeds List.
The templet for the feed list is: “Feed-Id.Sub-Id” - for example: 64582. 600577
When you done edit, don’t forget to click “Submit”.
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Notes:
-

-

This was a quick and easy way to optimize your campaigns. It easy to use Admaven system if you can
see the Goals Conversions. If you can’t send the post back, you need to see in your system which
sub ids converted and which didn’t.
When you looking in the report system, you can see the performance by many options.
For example, you can see the performance by country, by browser and etc.
You always can export the data to csv to make your optimization easier.
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